MARBLE OF SICILY PRODUCTION
DISTRICT
We are pleased to introduce you a Selected Italian Companies that take part to
the MARBLE OF SICILY PRODUCTION DISTRICT of Sicily.
The companies below have their own representative office in Dubai at the
Italian Chamber of Commerce in the UAE.
For more information contact us:
Tel: +971 4 321 6260
E-mail: info@iicuae.com
Website: www.iicuae.com

Mazzara Antonino
Lavorazione Artigianale
Marmi
GALLERY:

Website: www.mazzaramarmi.com
Email: antoninomazzaramarmi@gmail.com
Tel: +39 3494663047
Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/mazzaraantoninomarmi/
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/mazzaantoninomarmi
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

Marble, a beautiful material unalterable over time that has allowed masterpieces created in
antiquity to reach our time in all their beauty, still retains all its charm without being subject to
fashion. Our achievements range from the most detailed projects: the creation of marble fittings for
villas and private homes, custom-made furniture for the most demanding clients, supply of marble
for large private and public works such as the Astana Opera House (Астана Oпера) in
Kazakhstan, liturgical adaptation of buildings of worship of considerable historical-architectural
value with the creation of marble altars, ambo and seat and the restoration of marble elements.

GRIMAUDO SERVICE S.R.L.
Unipersonale
GALLERY:

Website: www.grimaudoservice.com/
Email: info@grimaudoservice.com
Tel: +39 0923 973598
Facebook: www.facebook.com/GrimaudoService
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Online sales and supply of technical items for marble processing and construction, repair,
reconditioning and resale of quarry and sawmill machinery.
Sales, vulcanization and installation of conveyor belts of all types and industries. Supplier of
products and service to bakeries, confectionery industries and many other businesses that make use
of rubber, polyurethane and PVC belts.

Ducale
GALLERY:

Website: www.ducalemarmi.it
Email:
Tel:
Instagram: www.instagram.com/ducalemarmi/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/ducalemarmi.it
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:

DUCALE MARMI, a partner of the Margraf Spa group, is among the leading companies in the
processing of custom marbles in Sicily, extracted in its own quarries such as PIETRA DUCALE®, the
highest expression of Perlato di Sicilia. PIETRA DUCALE®, appreciated for its elegance and
uniformity, is accompanied by outstanding mechanical-physical properties that allow its use for
any type of project, both for indoor and outdoor applications, in which DUCALE MARMI has
specialized, through the development of different surface textures, with CE Marking, in accordance
with the Uni EN 1341:2003 standard, applicable on slabs for pedestrian and vehicular use. DUCALE
MARMI, thanks to its partnership with the Margraf Spa group, is also rightfully among the leading
companies in Sicily in the sourcing and processing of natural stone from all over the world.

CusenzaMarmi
GALLERY:

Website: www.cusenzamarmi.com
Email: info@cusenzamarmi.com
Tel: +39 3394557416
Instagram: www.instagram.com/cusenzamarmi/
Facebook: www.facebook.com/CusenzaMarmi.Italy
COMPANY DESCRIPTION:
Gaspare Cusenza founded CusenzaMarmi, an artisan company for the artistic working of marble, 50
years ago. In 2016 he is among only 75 Italian artisans to be included in the golden book of Italian
artisan excellence, receiving the prestigious title of master of art in the presence of the head of state
Sergio Mattarella.
in 2019, during the award ceremony of the 100 destinations of Italy, in Palazzo Madama, seat of the
Senate, receives the title of virtuous ambassador of the territory.
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